Whereas cohesin cleavage alone did not produce any detectable effects on engaged centrioles, Cdk inhibition, in contrast, was sufficient to induce centriole disengagement even in the absence of proper chromosome disjunction. Upon p27 injection, centriole disengagement was observed with a similar kinetics to the disengagement observed in the TEV+p27 experiments ( Figure 1 ).
Our previous experiments revealed that Cdk inactivation in metaphase-arrested embryos was not accompanied by prompt separase activation, as sister chromatids did not move apart during induced mitotic exit [6] . Our results therefore also raise the possibility that separase is not universally involved in centriole disengagement. In agreement, previous studies in Drosophila failed to detect any centrosome duplication defects in separase mutant embryos [8] .
While Cdk inhibition was sufficient to trigger centriole disengagement, no further separation of sister centrioles could be observed. This finding suggests that even in Drosophila embryos, where centriole disengagement is immediately followed by centrosome separation, these are mechanistically different processes: centriole disengagement appears to depend on a drop in Cyclin-B-Cdk activity whereas centrosome separation is likely to depend on a subsequent rise of cyclin B levels and/or DNA replication.
In summary, in contrast to the recent observation in mammalian cells, our experiments support the idea that centriole engagement does not depend on the integrity of the cohesin complex, at least in Drosophila embryos. In agreement, recent studies propose that cleavage of a novel centrosomal substrate for separase -pericentrin/ kendrin -is required for centriole disengagement [9] . Importantly, our experiments further demonstrate that centriole disengagement during mitotic exit, as many other aspects of this key transition, can be negatively regulated by Cdk activity. This supports a role for Cdk1 in preventing premature centriole disengagement in Drosophila early embryos. Further experiments will be required to investigate whether this results from a direct Cdk-dependent phosphorylation of centrosome components or rather an indirect consequence of changing pericentriolar organization or microtubule forces, as recently suggested [10] . It is exciting to be living at a time when the big questions in biology can be investigated using modern genetics and computing [1] . Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] take on one of the fundamental drivers of biodiversity, the effect of continental drift in the formation of the world's biota [3, 4] , employing next-generation sequencing of whole mitochondrial genomes and modern Bayesian relaxed molecular clock analysis. Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] conclude that vicariance via plate tectonics best explains the genetic divergence between subterranean metacrangonyctid amphipods currently found on islands separated by the Atlantic Ocean. This finding is a big deal in biogeography, and science generally [3] , as many other presumed biotic tectonic divergences have been explained as probably due to more recent transoceanic dispersal events [4] . However, molecular clocks can be problematic [5, 6] and we have identified three issues with the analyses of Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] that cast serious doubt on their results and conclusions. When we reanalyzed their mitochondrial data and attempted to account for problems with calibration [5, 6] , modeling rates across branches [5, 7] and substitution saturation [5] , we inferred a much younger date for their key node. This implies either a later trans-Atlantic dispersal of these crustaceans, or more likely a series of later invasions of freshwaters from a common marine ancestor, but either way probably not ancient tectonic plate movements. Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] use up-todate molecular dating methods, with calibrations from two paleogeographic events derived from presumed vicariant splits (in the Moroccan HighAtlas 37.2-25.0 mya (million years ago) and the Mediterranean 16-5.5 mya). Because rates of molecular evolution can vary greatly between lineages and over time, multiple calibrations in different parts of the tree may reduce this error [5] , though they are no panacea [6] . [9] . To address this concern, we have added various outgroups (amphipods and deeper-diverging malacostracans) which allowed us to place a fossil calibration prior on the root of the tree (Supplemental information) while also retaining the younger biogeographic calibrations from Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] . Second, we note that the mitochondrial third codon positions are highly saturated, averaging more than eight superimposed substitutions per site along some ingroup branches and far more among outgroup branches. Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] test only for saturation extinguishing phylogenetic signal and not its impact on branch length estimation, which is directly relevant to molecular dating. We show that available substitution models under-correct for third codon position saturation in Bauzà-Ribot et al.'s [2] original dataset by ~15% (Supplemental information), so third codon positions were excluded in our analyses. A third concern that is exacerbated by the need to include outgroups is that the distribution of rates across the tree is not lognormally distributed (Supplemental information), as assumed in Bauzà-Ribot et al.'s [2] analyses by their choice of model. Rates among their metacrangonyctids are distributed at least bimodally, with outgroups adding an additional rate region ( Figure 1C) . Instead of the lognormal distribution model, we use the more flexible random local clocks model [10] , but otherwise maintain the same substitution models and tree priors to reanalyze the data.
Supplemental Information
Our result for the divergence linking both sides of the Atlantic was 39.9 mya (47.5-34.3 mya 95% highest posterior distribution, HPD; Figure 1A ). The posterior distributions for the two biogeographic calibrations strongly conflict with the fossil calibration, are tightly pressed to their minima when enforced and fall much younger when free ( Figure 1B ), implying these events may not be associated with the chosen divergences. Upon excluding the two biogeographic calibrations, the transAtlantic divergence becomes even more recent at 20.3 mya (24.9-15.8 mya 95% HPD; Supplemental information).
Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] lay out a clear biogeographic hypothesis that the widening and deepening of the Tethys Sea around 110-95 mya explains the trans-Atlantic divergence, and adopt this vicariant conclusion based on their 79 mya (108-60 mya 95% HPD) dating of the trans-Atlantic divergence. Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] suggest that younger inferred divergence times would lend credence to a dispersal scenario from the old world to the new, which fits with our results better. This should come as no surprise, as Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] say that the ancestral population of these freshwater taxa was a wideranging marine species ('thalassoid'), and therefore must have independently colonized caves in each location later (as is common in subterranean fauna [3] ). Some might suggest that the island home of every member of the relevant trans-Atlantic clade (Hispaniola, Fuerteventura, Mallorca, Menorca, Elba) would actually imply that this lineage was an active and successful disperser at times, instead of being only a passive passenger on tectonic plates.
Rather than providing a definitive answer, our results and conclusions highlight the difficult nature of some of biology's big questions. Given the rapid substitution rates (in both our and Bauzà-Ribot et al. [2] analyses) and the great age of the question being considered, slower evolving nuclear sequences [1] may be better suited to this particular biogeographic question. However, the occurrence of partial saturation does not necessarily imply lack of phylogenetic signal and implementation of partitioning over codon positions and relaxed-clock models has been shown to improve molecular phylogenetic and dating analyses in such circumstances [4] . Notwithstanding, in order to evaluate the relevance of this argument analytically, we reanalyzed our data after exclusion of third codon positions and we show that this modification has a limited impact on age estimates (mean age 9% younger for node of the Atlantic clade) (Figure 1 ; Supplemental information).
Phillips et al. [1] also point out that rates are not lognormally distributed across our tree, although this seems to be mainly caused by the addition of distant outgroups [1] . In order to explicitly compare the two clock models (UCLD and RLC) in a formal phylogenetic Bayesian framework, we used the posterior simulationbased analog of Akaike's information criterion recently developed by Baele et al. [5] . The test indicates that UCLD clock, implemented in the original analysis, outperforms RLC (Supplemental information). For the sake of comparison, we nevertheless reanalyzed the original dataset, with and without third codon positions, applying a RLC model as suggested by [1] . New age estimates, although generally younger, still fall within the confidence age interval estimated using UCLD clocks (Figure 1) , indicating that the original results are robust with respect to the use of different clock models and the effect of third codon positions.
Phillips et al. also refer to clock calibration issues [1] . We fully agree that, ideally, molecular clock calibrations are best implemented by deploying several well-dated fossils robustly assigned to particular nodes positioned at different timescales in a given phylogeny [3] . However, fossil calibrations in molecular phylogenies are far from being a silver bullet, for several reasons: fossils may be incorrectly assigned to the crown and not to the stem of a clade; fossils may be considerably younger than the origin of their respective clade; and data limitations may compromise both fossil taxonomic placement and dating [3, 6] . Furthermore, the fossil record is notoriously incomplete, and in many instances appropriate 4 Phillips et al. [1] reply to our finding that genetic divergence between subterranean metacrangonyctid amphipods from opposite shores of the Atlantic is congruent with vicariance by plate tectonics [2] . They highlight three presumed shortcomings in our analyses: first, the third codon positions of the mitochondrial genes used to reconstruct the metacrangonyctid phylogeny are saturated and consequently should be excluded from the analysis; second, substitution rates across the tree do not fit an uncorrelated lognormally distributed (UCLD) clock, and implementation of a random local clock (RLC) model would be more appropriate; third, the two dates that we used to calibrate the tree are fairly recent compared to the overall tree length, while the inclusion of a deep fossil calibrator could have improved dating. However, much of the criticism of Phillips et al. applies more to their modification of our data set than to the original data themselves. Specifically, their addition of several highly divergent taxa -driven by the necessity to include taxa encompassing the new deep calibration node they proposelargely alters the properties of our original data matrix. We maintain that third codon position saturation and deviation from lognormal rates largely apply to the new and not to the original data set. We also have some concerns about the fossil calibration used by Phillips et al. [1] .
Both the stemminess metric calculated by Phillips et al. [1] and our Xia and Lemey test indicate that third codon positions are indeed more saturated than first and second positions. However, values for each of the three codon positions in our original dataset are lower than critical values [2] , suggesting that there is still phylogenetic signal at third positions despite partial saturation. That third mitochondrial codon positions are partially saturated is no surprise and has been extensively demonstrated at various taxonomic levels [3] .
